Traffic-quick security with breakdown etc.
An experience more!
We were travel-mobile in 2000 on the way with a new Dethleff, on test run of the Black Forest to
Neuss when we heard whistling on the A61 shortly before the Frankenthaler cross.
The first reaction was, o a tyre runs dry.
Speed brought down to 60 km and then has also stopped it with whistle. Also in the driver nothing
was to be ascertained. After consideration we have gone on, but then went out to us to the power
after about 5 km slowly, could drive foot of lead and the speed went down very slowly further.
Then almost in the middle on the Frankenthaler cross we have tried to
reach the side stripe, but it has not reached, so that we stood on the
very narrow side stripe of the car turning off track to the A6.
Immediately we have called Fiat-Assistance for the towing-service and
few minutes later were there also the motorway-police which has
secured us to the towing-service was there.
Then has said to my woman: So a security comes with us in Travelmobile!
Then we have gone in the middle of the night by a hired car to Neuss,
and how has positioned itself one week later out, a screw had made
itself in the engine independent and the necessary damage arranged in
an almost new engine. (1,400 km)

Recommendation:
Like you in our Laika Travel-mobile see I have mounted first two specially indicator lights on top,
because passenger cars do not see my lower indicator etc. in the stagnant traffic and traffic jam on
the highway.
And with breakdown etc. as an extra warning indicator!

Exactly like with coaches to mount minibuses etc. easily independently for about 35€
(Additional indicator for Nkw, Hella order no 2BM 006 692-01/02,)
Simply especially cables lay from above after under on every side, from indicator to indicator.
Moreover, we have a security package suggestion;
Article No. Possibly.
2 leading cones, 500 mm
71 110-5 €ca. 46.50
1 folding signals Type 60 repro-reflective,
Signs 101 danger places
167 061-1 €ca. 200, 1 electronic flash light
Really Primarily 823/1
130 274-11 €ca. 190, 4 batteries Consistently 45, 6 V 45-50, Ah, 155.056 €ca. 70, -

More info:
Adolf Nissen Elektrobau GmbH+Co KG, D-25827 Tönning
Tel. +49 (0) 4861 – 612 0, or www.nissen.de
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